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A TEC, a member of the Loesche Group, is one of the leading specialists in the field of pyroprocess 

optimization in the cement industry. Our innovative technologies help our customers to minimize 

production costs and reduce emissions. With headquarters in Austria and subsidiaries as well as 

representations in other countries, we have a global presence. To strengthen our team, we are 

looking for  a: 

Production Manager (Cement Clinker Production)  

We seek an ambitious process engineer with experience as a Production Manager in the  cement 

industry for working in Portuguese speaking countries. 

Team workability, readiness to learn and develop as well as a expertise in our industry and a 

profound knowledge in English and Portuguese is required. A willingness to travel and to live abroad 

is essential.    

Your responsibilities: 

 Responsible for the following areas in production: 

 Grinding cement raw material 

 Klinker production 

 Grinding cement 

 Cement filling and loading 

 To ensure the production time, costs, quantity and quality in a multi-shift operation 

 To lead, motivate and ensure further development of the subordinate employees and make 

decisions on individual personnel actions in the area of responsibility 

 A continuous optimization of the production processes, the plant technology and the work 

process 

 Ensure continous economic development of the production process 

 Ensuring compliance with all legal requirements 

 Pay attention to the safety and health of the employees 

 Create efficient structures and processes for mining activities 

 Make proposals for required new and replacement investments 

Your profile: 

 Degree in cement process engineering (or similar education) 

 Experience at least 5 years in cement plant operation 

 Know-how of cement clinker production and optimization 

 Team leader for kiln operators 
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 Willing to work abroad in an international team 

 Language skills: English (mandatory), Portuguese (highly recommended) 

 

 Are you interested in being a part of our team and supporting our position in the worldwide cement 

pyroprocess industry? We offer a motivated working group, the possibility of international travel, 

flexible working hours and development chances. 

If you are interested in this position please send your application  including your salary expectations 

via e-mail to e.goeres@atec-ltd.com 

We are looking forward to your informative application. 

 

www.atec-ltd.com 


